24 June 2019

National Infrastructure Planning
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Bristol BS1 6PN

Your Ref TR010027

Dear Sir

Planning Act 2008 – Section 88 and The Infrastructure Planning (Examination Procedure) Rules 2010
Application by Highways England for an Order Granting Development Consent for the M42 Junction 6 Improvement
Deadline 2 : Extra’s Response to the DCO Panel’s Questions

We are pleased to attach representations made in response to the DCO Panel’s questions for Deadline 2 on behalf of the Extra MSA Group (Extra).

We understand Highways England will submit a fulsome response to these questions, and Extra will wish to make further comments following the publication of Highways England’s response.

Extra’s response therefore relating particularly to the traffic issues of the MSA and the DCO scheme operating together, should be regarded as an interim position. Extra is hopeful that following the publication of Highways England’s responses, which Extra understand will contain further technical support for the comments that it has already made on the issues being explored, Extra’s subsequent comments will then mainly be complimentary and supportive of Highways England’s position.

Furthermore, Extra will wish to confirm its request to attend the Site Visit for the proposed DCO scheme insofar as it relates to the formation of the proposed M42 J5a and Extra’s proposals for a MSA.

Yours sincerely

PAUL BEDWELL
BA (Hons) Dip TRP MRTPI
Senior Director
paul.bedwell@pegasusgroup.co.uk

Enc. Extra’s Responses to the DCO Panel’s Questions for Deadline 2 of the DCO Examination